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ARTICLE

Fostering a relational sense of place through video 
documentary assignments
Krisztina Varró and Bouke Van Gorp

Department of Human Geography and Spatial Planning, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Research on the use(fulness) of student-led film has emphasized the 
benefits of combining fieldwork and the production of moving 
image in terms of active, deep and reflexive learning. This paper 
contributes to this literature by discussing how a video documen-
tary assignment can (also) help fostering relational thinking – 
a main objective of human geography education. Inspired by 
Doreen Massey’s notion of a “global sense of place”, the assignment 
asks students to explore, in a neighbourhood of the Dutch city of 
Utrecht, how external influences and relations to other places have 
shaped the neighbourhood’s development and identity. Based on 
the in-depth qualitative analysis of videos, students’ logbooks and 
personal reflections from two cohorts, we argue that a film assign-
ment can stimulate relational thinking, but there are some impor-
tant caveats. The assignment needs to be embedded into a course 
where relational thinking explicitly figures as an overarching per-
spective. Furthermore, offering students supervised autonomy and 
continuous feedback, and the inclusion of follow-up reflection is 
key to making students critically engage with their own and others’ 
“essentialist gaze”. Finally, to help students exploit the added value 
of film in conveying a sense of relationality, sensitization to and 
training on aspects of cinematography is needed.
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Introduction

Relational thinking, understood as a perceptiveness of how places and place identities at 
different scales are shaped by their interconnectedness and interdependence, is com-
monly regarded as the core of geographical thinking. Fostering this thinking has been 
a key concern both in pre-university (Geographical Association, 2012; International 
Geographical Union, 2016; Jackson, 2006) and university-level geography education 
(see e.g., Allen, 2008; Daniels et al., 2016; Marston et al., 2011). In this paper, we discuss 
the use of a video documentary assignment, inspired by Doreen Massey’s (1991) seminal 
article on “A global sense of place”, to stimulate relational thinking in an introductory 
human geography course at University College Utrecht (UCU) in the Netherlands. The 
video documentary assignment asks students to produce a 10-minute film that applies 
Massey’s relational perspective to demonstrate, for an Utrecht neighbourhood, how the 
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particularity of a place can be seen as the product of historically evolving relations that 
reach beyond the place. In preparation, writings of Massey (1991, 1995) and other 
prominent scholars (among others Crang, 2003; Florida, 2005; Harvey, 2001; Krugman, 
1997; Rumford, 2006) are used to stimulate students’ reflection on and discussion of how 
processes “at” different scales have been intertwined, how power relations have been (re-) 
produced as a result, and how mobility, interconnectedness and (new) practices of 
bordering continue to exist side-by-side in today’s globalizing world.

In this paper, we are drawing on our experience with the assignment since its 
introduction in autumn 2016 and on the in-depth analysis of videos and students’ 
personal reflections of two cohorts (spring and autumn 2018) more specifically to 
examine whether and how student-generated film can stimulate relational thinking. By 
doing so, we contribute to the modest but expanding body of work on the use of student- 
led film in human geography education. Previous studies have been unanimously 
positive about a wide range of benefits – including the enhancement of deep and active 
learning and the improvement of transferable skills – that accrue from using film 
assignments (see e.g., Adanalı, 2018; Anderson, 2013a, 2013b; Dando & Chadwick, 
2014; Mavroudi & Jöns, 2011). However, the potential of student-generated film in 
fostering a relational view of spaces and places has not been explicitly dealt with to 
date. We argue that by combining the benefits of student-centred fieldwork and film-
making, a film assignment can act as a leverage for developing a relational sense of place, 
provided the assignment is embedded in a “relationally inspired” course, students are 
offered supervised autonomy, and they are made to reflect on the affordances of film as 
a medium and their positionality as filmmakers.

The paper is structured as follows. In order to elucidate the kind of relational thinking 
that our video documentary assignment aims to foster, the first section offers a brief 
overview of calls for relational thinking in the field of human geography and in scholar-
ship on geography education. Subsequently, the motivations for designing a film assign-
ment are discussed with a focus on the expected benefits of combining fieldwork and the 
use of film as a medium. Following some background information on the context of the 
course and the practicalities of the assignment, the paper analyses and reflects on the end 
products as well as on students’ and lecturers’ experiences.

Stimulating what “kind” of relational thinking?

Fostering students’ relational thinking seems an inherent aim of geography education. In 
discussions of secondary education curricula, there has been much emphasis on geogra-
phy’s concern with people-environment relations, aspects of interconnectedness (within 
a locality and between places), the differential impact of globalization on places, and with 
representations of “us” and “them” (see e.g., Geographical Association, 2012; 
International Geographical Union, 2016; Philips, n.d.). Similarly, university text books 
have converged on the understanding that geography is principally concerned with the 
study of relationships – those between people and the environment, and those between 
humans, and that the strength of the discipline lies in offering a deeper understanding of 
these relations and their implications (see e.g., Boyle, 2015; Daniels et al., 2016; Marston 
et al., 2011).1
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Nonetheless, concrete ideas on how relational thinking should be embedded into 
geography education vary. For some, relational thinking (in the context of secondary 
level geography education) contains “the analysis, explanation and/or evaluation of the 
vertical and horizontal relationships (the geographical relationships) that cause change in 
regions on different interconnected scales” (Karkdijk et al., 2019, p. 6). For others, 
fostering relational thinking has been about raising awareness of interconnectedness, 
yet, without a strong focus on causal relationships and without a distinction between 
vertical and horizontal relations. A good example is Jackson’s (2006) often-mentioned 
call for Thinking geographically (see e.g., Karkdijk et al., 2019; Phillips, n.d.) that proposes 
four key concepts of geography (space and place; scale and connection; proximity and 
distance; relational thinking) and illustrates their relevance with an example of consumer 
ethics. From this more normative perspective, relational thinking is key to making pupils 
engaged with issues of global interdependence and inequalities (A Level Curriculum 
Advisory Board (ALCAB), 2014; Phillips, n.d.). At university level, relational thinking has 
similarly been promoted as a way to address questions of solidarity and justice, amongst 
others (Barnett et al., 2008). In addition to that,2 it has also explicitly appeared as an 
ontological and epistemological position that assumes the perspectival character of 
geographers’ gaze and calls for denaturalizing our common assumptions (Boyle, 2015).

This variety in interpreting relational thinking reflects the multitude of ways in which 
“relationality” has become conceptualized in human geography in the past couple of 
decades. As Jackson (2006, p. 1) put it, “[g]eographers have understood the power of 
relational thinking for many years, though they may not have described their under-
standing in these terms”. More explicit talk of relational thinking has become manifest 
with the heightened engagement with post-structuralist thought (see Murdoch, 2006), 
and by the early 2010s, a relational view of place and space has become dominant within 
the discipline (see Malpas, 2012). At the same time, understandings of relationality have 
been advanced by diverse theoretical strands of work and despite their convergence on 
questioning essentialist notions of place and space, “it is far from clear that there is any 
substantive agreement or indeed considered theorisation of what is actually meant by the 
term ‘relation’ and the consequences of a ‘relational turn’” (Harrison, 2007, p. 590). 
Presumably, this lack of agreement has been one of the reasons why “not all geographers 
have become converts [to relational thinking]” (Malpas, 2012, p. 229).

Against this backdrop, our ambition to stimulate relational thinking has been driven 
by the belief that this way of thinking helps students to grasp complex societal phenom-
ena in an integrative fashion, combining a spatial and temporal perspective. Considering 
the (philosophical-theoretical) variety in which relationality can be conceived, we think 
that although these are relevant and necessitate further debate, they can be largely 
bracketed in the context of undergraduate education. We chose to focus instead on 
a key feature that different relational approaches (tend to) share, that is, to critically 
interrogate and unpack, i.e. de-essentialize taken-for-granted notions of place and spaces 
as given entities “out there”. Relational thinking sensitizes students to regarding places 
and spaces not simply in terms of “containers”, but in terms of entities, people, relations 
and processes (cf. Murdoch, 2006). As such, it is a vital fundament for grasping issues of 
geographical differentiation, interdependence and (uneven) development. Furthermore, 
relational thinking also offers a basis for a more active, normative engagement with these 
issues.
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To stimulate relational thinking in the course discussed here, a key consideration 
when compiling the reading list was that most of the selected texts (amongst others 
Crang, 2003; Dicken, 2015; Harvey, 2001; Rumford, 2006) should make a case for 
thinking places and spaces in relational terms. In particular, two articles by Massey 
(1991, 1995) have formed the backbone of the course’s relational perspective. Taking 
her neighbourhood Kilburn (in North-West London) as an example, Massey (1991, 
p. 27) summarizes her relational stance as follows:

Instead [. . .] of thinking of places as areas with boundaries around, they can be imagined as 
articulated moments in networks of social relations and understandings, but where a large 
proportion of those relations, experiences and understandings are constructed on a far 
larger scale than what we happen to define for that moment as the place itself, whether that 
be a street, or a region or even a continent.

From Massey’s (1991) perspective, places are thus being constituted by historically 
evolving relations that reach beyond the place itself; as inherently hybrid meeting points 
that escape any attempt to be defined in terms of a coherent identity (see also Massey, 
1995). While we have been aware of the criticisms of Massey’s relational approach (e.g., 
Malpas, 2012; Rose, 2007), we considered that putting this approach centre stage is 
warranted because Massey’s work is widely seen as a reference point for a relational 
view on places and spaces. Perhaps most importantly, Massey makes clear that relational 
thinking is not simply about acknowledging that places are interconnected (see Painter, 
2016), but more broadly about appreciating that places are differentially positioned in 
dynamically shifting relations that make up “the global”, while they are also – to different 
extents and in different ways – the agents of globalizing processes themselves. Along with 
many others (e.g., Hubbard, 2008; Painter, 2016; Rodgers, 2004), we also found that 
Massey’s relational notion of place has insightfully underlined that places are not to be 
assumed as unproblematic collectivities, but are always contested. Finally, we believed 
that Massey’s accessible and appealing style, and her use of empirical examples and 
personal anecdotes (e.g., Hubbard, 2008; Sparke, 2007; cf. Malpas, 2012) would invite 
students to engage with complex and abstract theoretical ideas.

Fostering relational thinking through student-film

Recent technological advancements, the rise of social media, coupled with the growing 
accessibility of mobile devices capable of capturing moving image have turned video into 
the primary source of world communication in the twenty-first century (Weynand & 
Piccin, 2015). In this light, it is perhaps not surprising that video assignments have 
become a topic of interest, among others in human geography education. In the expand-
ing literature on the matter, studies have commonly discussed how student-led film, by 
combining fieldwork and the production of visual material, can enhance active, deep and 
reflexive learning in geography (Adanalı, 2018; Anderson, 2013a, 2013b; Dando & 
Chadwick, 2014; Mavroudi & Jöns, 2011). There is now a wealth of literature showing 
how fieldwork – commonly regarded “the sine qua non of the geographer” (Dummer 
et al., 2008, p. 459; see also Fuller et al., 2006; France & Haigh, 2018) – enables students to 
develop a better understanding of concepts by linking them to their own experience, 
while also encouraging them to modify or evaluate their previous ideas or knowledge 
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through critical reflection (Dummer et al., 2008; Hovorka & Wolf, 2009; May, 1999; Oost 
et al., 2011). The use of visual materials – photos, videoclips (Ferretti, 2009), movies 
(Ansell, 2002; Sigler & Albandoz, 2014), documentaries (Hay, 2017) – has similarly been 
said to facilitate more active and deep learning, especially if it goes beyond passive 
watching (Di Palma, 2009) and includes the creative process of producing photo(s) 
(Sanders, 2007; Van Melik & Ernste, 2019) or a video (Anderson, 2013a, 2013b; 
Mavroudi & Jöns, 2011). As it has been argued, in the creative process of image- 
making students are made to “look with intention” (Van Melik & Ernste, 2019) and to 
reflect on the way they want to represent geographic meaning about people and places 
(Lonn & Teasley, discussed by Anderson, 2013b; see also Dando & Chadwick, 2014; 
Sanders, 2007). In doing so, they position themselves as active interpreters of the world 
(Anderson, 2013b) and (re)articulate their relationship with it (Lukinbeal & Craine, 
2009).

Informed by these findings, our motivation for introducing student-led film for the 
stimulation of relational thinking more specifically – an issue that has received little 
explicit attention so far3 – have been twofold. First, we have been inspired by insights of 
(visual) ethnography (e.g., Coleman & Collins, 2006; Cruz et al., 2017; Murphy & Kraidy, 
2004; Pink, 2009) and film theory (e.g., Elsaesser & Hagener, 2015; O’Brien, 2019) 
emphasizing the embodied and relationally situated aspects of knowing (through film). 
During the past two decades, ethnographers have increasingly problematized place – and 
thus the “field” – as a closed, “local” site (Pink, 2009) that is ontologically placed against 
the “global” (Murphy & Kraidy, 2004). The challenges mentioned in this regard – treating 
the local and the global “as relational and fluid scales of meaning and subject positions”, 
rather than separate categories (Frohlick, 2006, p. 95), and seeing the local as a “point of 
reference through which to engage the emergent dimensions of globalization” (Murphy 
& Kraidy, 2004, p. 14) have indeed been the same ones that we wanted students to engage 
with “in” Utrecht neighbourhoods. The usefulness of Massey’s perspective here is men-
tioned by Pink (2009, p. 30), who argues that “Massey’s understanding of place and space 
as “open” offers a way to understand the situatedness of the ethnographer in relation to 
social relations and power structures” (see also Baldwin, 2012; Lagendijk et al., 2011).

Expanding on Van Melik and Ernste (2019), one could argue that students could also 
cultivate their relational sense of place by writing a photographic essay on how changing 
but always-present external influences have shaped a neighbourhood. Indeed, it might 
appear reasonable to assume that both the creation of a photographic essay and a video 
documentary on place relationality occur through similar iterative cycles: that of 1) 
tracing and observing the relations that have (re)produced the particularity of the place 
in the course of its history; 2) that of recording and selecting images that are thought to 
capture this relational production and 3) that of crafting a narrative that discusses this 
relationality. We became interested, however, in the potential of film to enable students 
a better awareness of the(ir) situated way of knowing (Oliver, 2017; Pink, 2009) and 
a deeper understanding of their relational emplacement “at” interconnected scales. As 
MacDougall noted, “the film is a conceptual space within a triangle formed by the subject, 
film-maker, and audience and represents an encounter of all three” (MacDougall, 1978, 
as cited in Garrett, 2010, p. 528). Experiential filmmaking has been said to elucidate these 
encounters and to allow for mediating (and not only for reflecting, as texts do) film-
makers’ multisensory experience, in a way that engages the audience (Garrett, 2010). An 
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essay might offer a new, relational way of knowing to the reader, based on the author’s 
reflexive translation of his/her experience (see Van Melik & Ernste, 2019). We reasoned, 
however, that film has the potential to go beyond this: by implying moving image and 
sound, it “inscribes itself in the spectator’s innermost physical being” (Elsaesser & 
Hagener, 2015, p. 11), or as O’Brien (2019, p. 6) notes, “the movie camera [. . .] extends 
the viewer into the film” (O’Brien, 2019, p. 6). Overall, we were thus intrigued by the 
promise that film might propose “a new [we could add: relational] way of ‘being in the 
world’” (Elsaesser & Hagener, 2015, p. 11 see also Barbash & Taylor, 1997, as cited in 
Garrett, 2010, p. 535). In particular, we assumed that certain affordances of film – most 
notably the possibility of zooming-in and out4 – allow students as filmmakers (to reflect 
on how) to more effectively convey a sense of relational emplacement and scalar 
interconnection.

In addition to the above, a second motivation for opting for a collective film assign-
ment was our interest in exploring the potential of group work for fostering relational 
thinking. In existing studies on film assignments based on student teamwork, the notion 
of relationality has already been present implicitly in the (“post-structuralist”) sense of 
meaning-making as an inherently relational act. In other words, there has been an 
acknowledgment of the point that meaning is “arising from a relationship between the 
reader and the text”, whereby “this relationship is non-deterministic” because the reader 
is an active agent of meaning generation (Murdoch, 2006, p. 7). Also, such assignments 
have been grounded in an implicit understanding of educational practices in relational 
terms, i.e. conceived in terms of the relations between the different actors involved in 
those practices (see Decuypere & Simons, 2016). This relational engagement among 
group members has been said to enhance students’ reflection on their own positionalities 
(cf. Mavroudi & Jöns, 2011). We were interested in how relational thinking can be 
stimulated by making this process of collective reflection to focus on Massey’s (1991, 
p. 25) insight that “different social groups and different individuals, are placed in very 
distinct ways in relation to these flows and interconnections”. Our course appeared as an 
ideal context for such a reflection as – similar to the whole of UCU’s student population – 
half of those enrolled have an international/non-Dutch background. Indeed, the fact that 
many of our students have a bi-/multinational parentage and/or have lived in a third 
country/multiple countries allowed us – in line with the relational philosophy of our 
course – to make students problematize the practice of labelling people and their culture 
in national terms (and, by extension, to critically reflect on the use of the term “inter- 
national”). Furthermore, given our students’ diverse background, we assumed that team-
work can potentially unleash a productive exchange among students on how the identity 
of the neighbourhood can be presented without “privileging one vantage point – and thus 
one cultural group – over others” (Crang, 2003, p. 176).

Course context and assignment guidelines

Introduction to Human Geography at UCU is a course followed by 20–25 students on 
average, of whom around 80% are first-year students and 80–85% are female. The course (see 
Table 1 for an overview) aims at familiarizing students with some of the main subfields of the 
discipline (most notably economic, political, cultural, urban and tourism geography) and 
their key concepts, with the aim of deepening students’ critical understanding of how space 
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and place (and thus geography) matter in a globalizing world. The readings for the course 
have been carefully selected with the core learning objective in mind that students should be 
able to “think geographically”, that is, that they should be able to critically evaluate different 
arguments on globalization and its implications “at” different, interconnected scales, and to 
recognize and illustrate how “local” phenomena have been constituted by broader-scale 
events and developments. So, for example, we discuss how the rise and the fall of the city 
Detroit (Doucet, 2014) has been linked to the reorganization of the global division of labour 
and the forming of new economic relationships in global production networks (Dicken, 
2015), or how national identities can be seen as constituted through social relations and how 
and why they have persisted under globalization rather than fading away (Croucher, 2003; 
Tomlinson, 2003). Relational thinking is thus presented as being key to “thinking geogra-
phically”. Furthermore, it is emphasized that “[g]eography is not just a way of thinking, it is 
a way of looking at the surroundings and landscape as well. Asking questions, making 
observations, reading the landscape” (excerpt from Course manual Introduction to Human 
Geography 2016-17).

The video documentary assignment, which is the final assignment of the course, is 
meant to enhance and assess students’ geographical thinking and seeing. The assignment 
guidelines are made available in the online learning environment, and they are intro-
duced during a meeting following the teacher-led city walk that sensitizes students to 
interpreting observable elements of the urban landscape within broader, changing scalar- 

Table 1. Introduction to Human Geography (7,5 ECTS1) course overview. (Weekly breakdown varies 
per semester. The one-week semester break is not indicated in the table).

Weeks Thematic blocks and main issues & concepts Type of sessions 
(number)

Assignments (deadline)

Week 1-5 Economic geographies of globalization 
Time-space compression, global production 
networks, global division of labour, clusters, the 
theory of the ‘spatial fix’, uneven development 
in the ‘Third World’

Interactive 
lectures (7) 
Question and 
answer session 
– essay (1) 
Office hours – 
essay (1)

2000-word individual essay 
(week 5)

Week 6 ‘Intermezzo’: exploring city spaces 
Introduction to urban geography and 
explanation of video documentary assignment

Interactive 
lecture (1) 
City walk

Video documentary (group) 
assignment 
(week 16)

Week 8-12 Territorial politics and identities in the age of 
globalization 
Nation-state, nationalism, national identity, 
borders and bordering, re-scaling, European 
integration

Interactive 
lectures (5) 
Question and 
answer session 
– essay (1) 
Office hours 
-essay (1)

2500-word individual essay 
(week 11)

Week 
13-15

Tourism 
Tourism area life cycle and geography of 
tourism, ‘the tourist gaze’, impacts of tourism, 
sustainability

Interactive 
lecture (1) 
Office hours – 
presentation 
(1) 
Presentation 
session (3)

25-minute group presentation 
of a particular (economic, 
environmental etc.) impact 
of tourism

Week 16 (no class – working on video documentary) Office hours – 
video (1)

1ECTS refers to European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System and was introduced with the aim of making studies 
and courses more transparent in the European Higher Education Area. 60 ECTS credits are the equivalent of a full year of 
study or work (see https://ec.europa.eu/education).
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historical contexts. The guidelines discuss issues of ethics and describe the deliverables in 
addition to the video documentary (supporting documents): the script of the narrative; 
a logbook that (briefly) documents all visits to the site and the observations made, 
explains the choices made during the process and reflects on the difficulties of creating 
the documentary. Groups are asked to attach members’ individual reflections to the 
logbook. The video assignment makes up 20% of the final grade. For grading purposes, 
a rubric has been deduced from the guidelines. Table 2 contains the aspects of evaluation 
that figure in the rubric; for each aspect (except the one related to individual reflections5), 
an assessment is made on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (very good), and detailed explanation 
and feedback is provided in the comments section. We do not apply any weighing, and it 
is emphasized to students that although sound and footage quality and the quality of 
editing are also subject to assessment (both under “comprehensibility, viewer- 
friendliness”, the latter also under “logical structure”), the application of a relational 
perspective is the most important dimension of the assessment (under “Development of 
an explicitly geographical perspective” and “Discussion of global-local interplay”).

Students are asked to form mixed groups of four to five students whereby each group 
should have at least one Dutch-speaking member, because many sources (neighbour-
hood statistics, historical accounts) are in Dutch and not all respondents might feel 
confident about being interviewed in English. Groups sign up for one of the six following 
sites in Utrecht (neither of which are covered by the city walk mentioned earlier): the 
Central station (a major railway hub in the Netherlands) and adjacent Hoog Catharijne 
shopping mall; Jaarbeurs (a fair and exhibition centre) and adjacent residential area; 
Uithof Science Park (university campus), Oudegracht (main canal in the historic centre), 
Amsterdamsestraatweg and Lombok (two neighbourhoods that started to form during 
the city’s industrialization between the late nineteenth century and early twentieth 
century, and which are both commonly perceived to be “multicultural”).

The assignment asks students to address two sets of questions through their video 
documentary in a theoretically informed yet accessible6 manner: 1) How do global 

Table 2. Aspects of evaluation ‘A global sense of place’ video documentary 
assignment.

Video documentary
Clear visual presentation of the area and of research focus
Development of an explicitly geographical perspective
Discussion of global-local interplay by drawing on relevant course readings
Relevant collection of necessary sources
Logical structure
Comprehensibility, viewer-friendliness
Clear conclusions
Correct use of language and style
Own initiative and creativity of students
Total length within the norm
Clear visual presentation of the area and of research focus
Script
Appropriate composition, clear storyline
Logbook
Comprehensive documentation of the visits to the site and of the observations made
Clear explanation of choices made
Reader-friendliness
Correct use of references and quotes
Individual reflections
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flows manifest themselves in the area studied? How can the character of the place be 
captured in terms of a specific articulation of “the local” and “the global”? 2) How is 
the past present in the place studied (materially, or in the form of names, stories 
etc.)? How can its qualities be explained by past (historically evolving) interconnec-
tions that reach beyond the place? Apart from these questions that they need to 
address and some formal requirements concerning the end product, students are 
given the room to independently choose the entry point of their analysis (for 
example, a historical overview or a key feature like a canal), as well as the particular 
objects of observation (particular buildings, such as a mosque, or an event, like 
a neighbourhood festival) and other sources of data used (existing archive – footage 
or photographs). Also, students are given freedom concerning the concrete delimi-
tation of the area studied,7 the creation of a storyline, the organization of group 
work and the shooting/editing of the video. The course does not include any 
training in cinematography, but a video documentary from a previous year has 
been made available by way of example and we discuss in class how (well) this video 
discusses and illustrates place relationality. Finally, we did not foresee providing any 
technical training (cf. Mavroudi & Jöns, 2011) at the beginning. Given the generally 
high quality of the videos from the start and that – with a few exceptions (see 
later) – this issue has not been not raised by students, we saw it confirmed that the 
“net generation” is technologically capable (France & Wakefield, 2011) and did not 
include any guidance in this regard.

Overall, autonomous participation (Herrick, 2010; Panelli & Welch, 2005) has 
figured as the dominant aspect, but we find it important to offer students “struc-
tured” or “supervised” autonomy (Anderson, 2013a; Panelli & Welch, 2005). 
Course readings, the assignment guidelines, the example and feedback moments 
provide a “scaffolding” that help students through the process. Two 
important elements of this scaffolding are a suggested observation guide and 
a planning. The former (see Table 3) is meant to remind students that they 
need to stay focused on the networked relations and flows that make that place 
what it is. The guide gives some examples of questions (see in italics) that can be 
used as a starting point, but it is emphasized that this is not a blueprint and that 
students have to formulate (further) questions themselves, based on their insights 
gained from observations in the field and from desk research. Furthermore, it 
should be noted that – except four guest lectures – the whole course is taught by 
the same lecturer, who has also co-designed the assignment and has thus a good 
overview of the whole scaffolding.

Table 3. Suggested observation guide in video documentary assignment guidelines.
Material objects People Immaterial things

- Transport connections 
(How is the place connected to other places?)

- Background of 
inhabitants/occupants 
…

- (Hi)stories told 
about the place 
…

- Built environment 
(What external influences can one observe – be it concerning the 
material used, the architectural style, etc.?)

- Connections of ‘locals’ 
outside the place 
…

…

- Products sold 
…

… …
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Strict adherence to the suggested planning (see Table 4) is not 
compulsory either. Feedback moments – written feedback on two fieldwork reports 
and a face-to-face feedback meeting – are crucial in making sure that students are 
on track and are working iteratively, that is, are moving back-and-forth between 
observation (and the recording of footage), reflection and secondary data collec-
tion, with each iterative step helping to refine their account of the place.

Studying “a global sense of place” in Utrecht neighbourhoods through 
student-led film: discussing experiences

Methodology

Since its introduction in fall semester 2016, 43 groups of students have made 
a documentary, and our experience with the assignment during six semesters formed 

Table 4. Suggested planning in video documentary assignment guidelines.
Stages/ 
deadlines Tasks Important issues

Organizational tasks Core tasks
Kick-off - Distribute tasks among 

group members 
- (Think about ways to) 
share and discuss 
collected material and 
impressions 
- Keep records for 
logbook and personal 
reflection)

- Carefully re-read the two articles 
by Massey and other relevant 
course material; look for 
additional literature 
- Go to the place and take notes/ 
photographs of your first 
impressions 
- Try to a draw map that 
visualizes the networks and 
flows relevant for the place 
- Collect some background 
information 
- Draw up preliminary 
observation guide

- Delimit the actual area under study 
- Keep in mind that the assignment 
is not simply to make a 
documentary about the place, but 
to show how ‘the global’ is 
embedded ‘in’ it

[Date] Hand in first fieldwork report and plan to lecturer

Observation - Distribute tasks among 
group members 
- Share and discuss 
collected material 
- Keep records 
- Brainstorm session 
on storyline

- Iterative steps of observation and 
desk research 
- Finalize observation guide 
- Select some key aspects that 
you will focus on 
- Take photos, refine your map 
- Approach respondents, 
conduct (record) interviews 
- Look for and study secondary 
material 
- Practice making video

- Seek consent 
- Start thinking about an engaging 
storyline 
- Remember that desk research is 
principally meant to put your 
observations in a historical context 
and to give your account more 
body

[Date] Hand in second fieldwork report and plan to lecturer

[Date] Feedback meeting with lecturer

Observation/ 
making 
video)

- Make final decision on 
storyline 
- Draw up list of 
necessary (still 
missing) elements

- Site visits/make video 
- Collect missing elements

- Check the evaluation criteria of the 
assignment in the course manual

Rounding up - Compile documentary 
components, make selection 
- Prepare script and presentation 
- Write individual reflection

- Show your video to an ‘outsider’ for 
feedback 
- Check video and script for 
consistency

[Date] Video presentation & hand in all elements of assignment to lecturer
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the starting point for our reflection and assessment. In the spring semester of 2018, 
a short individual reflection assignment was included in the video assignment to further 
stimulate deep learning (see e.g., Dummer et al., 2008; Glass, 2015; Oost et al., 2011), by 
making students address two issues: 1) How do you think this group project has helped 
you to develop “a global sense of place” and to apply a relational perspective on places? 2) 
How have you experienced the group process? How do you think your different experi-
ences and backgrounds helped you develop a global sense of place and look critically at 
the urban landscape in Utrecht? While inspired by our overall experience, for this paper 
we performed a detailed and systematic analysis of the twelve video documentaries from 
the cohorts of spring and autumn 2018 (one for each of the six neighbourhoods in both 
cohorts) and the logbooks containing the individual reflections (in total fifty), to be able 
to make well-funded claims about the benefits of the assignment. In the case of videos, 
the analysis focused on how students represent places as relationally constituted (for 
example, by using archive material) and to what extent the videos propose a relational 
way of “being in the world” (for example, through the use of zooming techniques). As to 
the logbooks and the individual reflections in particular, they were closely read several 
times with a special attention to how students make sense of “thinking relationally”. 
Reflections were coded using codes that were deduced from the literature review on 
student-led film as a form of assessment (focusing on aspects of deep learning and of the 
role of the visual, on the benefits of doing fieldwork and group work) and from the 
learning objectives of the assignment (and the course) more broadly (relational thinking 
about places, scales and identities). In addition to that, we introduced a code to assess the 
level of reflective thinking following the fourfold categorization of Kember et al. (2000), 
that is, 1) habitual action, 2) understanding, 3) reflection and 4) critical reflection. Coding 
was carried out by both authors and the codes were then compared and merged into 
a final set of codes (see Table 5) to ensure intercoder reliability.

In the remainder of this section, we present our findings under three separate head-
ings. In the first two, we discuss the added value of student-led film in fostering 
a relational sense of place 1) as apparent from the end product (that is, the documen-
taries), and 2) as apparent from students’ reflections. Under 3) we discuss aspects of 
process, including the relevance of group work and that of lecturer supervision.

Conveying a relational sense of place through student-led film: a look at the end 
product

Perhaps not surprisingly, the presence of international brands, chain stores, restaurants 
or shops is mentioned in all videos. In many cases, this goes beyond a mere example of 
the external influences on a place, and a reflection is included on the blending of cultures. 
While some illustrations of this, such as that of McDonald’s tailoring its menu to local 
preferences, are rather obvious, others are clearly the result of a deeper, reflexive 
observation. In one video, an Italian restaurant is shown both from the outside and 
then from the inside to discuss how an “authentic” ambiance is created (claimed) through 
the design of the interieur. In two videos, buildings such as a church (now in use as 
a mosque) or a mosque (built of red bricks) are discussed as the examples of how the 
intermingling and negotiation of cultures becomes manifest in the (use of the) built 
environment. In one case, the issue of cultural hybridity is also more explicitly considered 
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from a multi-scalar perspective, by showing a café with a Dutch name that has a menu in 
English and offers a selection of raw and organic food, thus “following a global food 
culture”.

Overall, the (verbal) content of videos shows that the key learning objective of under-
standing place relationality has been achieved: from the twelve videos, eleven were 
assessed as responding (very) well the core aspects of “Development of an explicitly 
geographical perspective” and “Discussion of global-local interplay”; one was found to 
elaborate on them in a satisfactory way. While many of the issues discussed could 
probably have been described equally well in a textual report, several groups used the 
affordances of moving image to instil a sense of being emplaced in the place under study. 
Six of the twelve videos start by showing footage of one or several of the students walking 
or cycling through the neighbourhood. The two videos of the Central Station include 
footage of flows of people entering or crossing the Central station; similarly, a video of 
Lombok contains a sped-up footage of the hustle and bustle of the neighbourhood’s 
festival. These examples realize the potential that video has in terms of “recording an 
experiential stream of time in the field as a researcher, in the world as a participant, in the 
flux and flow of passage and encounter on a sliding range of scale, time and space” 
(Garrett, 2010, p. 522).

All the videos from the two cohorts analysed devote attention to the history of the 
area. By showing alternating images of the place as it looks today and of how it looked in 
previous historical periods (using archived photographs and archived footage), they 
compellingly show how the place studied is “the product of the historical accumulation 
and combination of numerous layers of such articulations over time” (Massey, 1995, 
p. 188). Four videos illustrate external influences explicitly by inserting maps or other 
(moving) images. The two Oudegracht videos use maps to show how the canal, as a trade 
vein, played a key role in “geographical connectivity” and in facilitating the “inflow of the 
foreign” in the Middle Ages. One video shows maps indicating the origins of flows of 
migrants to the Netherlands, and another uses existing footage of the worldwide dis-
tribution of Volkswagen manufacturers to remind viewers that a random car parking on 
the street is a product of a global production network. These videos offer thus a strong 
visual backing to Massey’s idea that “[i]t is (or ought to be) impossible even to begin 
thinking about” the neighbourhood “without bringing into play half the world” (see 
Massey, 1991, p. 28, referring to Kilburn Road).

Zooming in and zooming out is used to visualize the interrelatedness of scales in three 
of the videos. In one of the videos (examining the Central Station – Hoog Catherijne 
shopping mall area) it is used as an editing technique that is purposefully deployed to 
structure the narrative. In the first part, the video zooms in on a couple of chain stores to 
critically reflect on their “typical” Dutch nature; so, while the viewer is “led around” the 
place, links beyond the place are discussed. In the second part, the focus is on the 
architecture and the history of the station and the mall, and the area’s evolving function 
is discussed in the context of Utrecht’s development. In the final, third part, the study 
area is placed (again, but more explicitly than in part one) within the networks of 
globalizing capitalism by discussing how the mall is part of the portfolio of a real-estate 
trust that is operating malls Europe-wide. As the students explained in their logbook:
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We chose this structure to zoom in on the minute manifestations of global/local connec-
tions, then zoom out one stage to see how these networks manifest in the architectures and 
histories of these places, and then zoom out fully to see how connections between local and 
global forces come together under the forces of global capitalist flows in the mall and in the 
central station (Logbook Central Station/Hoog Catherijne, spring 2018).

Two other videos use literal camera zooms (zooming from a world map or the globe to 
Utrecht) to convey a sense of being emplaced within a set of interlinked scales. One of the 
two uses both literal zooming in and out (starting off by showing the globe, subsequently 
zooming in on Europe, the Netherlands, Utrecht and again zooming out to the region) 
and then shows one of the students moving up on the escalator. This is a powerful way of 
alluding to the spectators’ own experience while also making them aware of the fact that 
that experience is always situated within broader scalar contexts. While some of the 
videos exploit thus the potential of the visual component quite well for conveying 
a relational sense of place, the audio component has played a rather subordinated role. 
The previously mentioned shots of the Central Station showing the buzz and including 
the background noise of the place are the only notable instances where a multisensual 
experience is offered to the viewer. Furthermore, the audio component comes into play 
when fragments of one or more interviews (conducted in English or Dutch) are shown 
(in all except one of the videos). For the rest, all videos employ soundtrack recording 
throughout.

Students’ thoughts on relational thinking through filmmaking

Studying students’ reflections, it appears that the video documentary assignment has 
helped them to understand and apply the abstract concepts and theoretical perspectives 
dealt with in the course. A bit more than half of the reflections (26) explicitly mention 
that the film project had this benefit (“it was very helpful to deepen the understanding of 
the concept by practically applying those theories on the actual site in Utrecht” – Student 
#11, female, spring 2018; “while walking down the Oudegracht [. . .] I grasped a better 
understanding of the term ‘place’” – Student #18 male, spring 2018). More significantly, 
thirty-six reflections contain remarks that demonstrate that Massey’s relational perspec-
tive has been well “internalized” (“the connection to the global has always existed” – 
Student #12, female, spring 2018; “investigating the socioeconomic relations that are 
present in every interaction” – Student #31, female, autumn 2018). Overall, thinking in 
terms of the earlier mentioned categorization of Kember et al. (2000), most reflections fall 
into the second and/or third category (i.e. understanding and reflection, respectively),8 as 
they show that relational concepts of place have been understood and/or they apply 
theory to concrete situations while also bringing in personal insights (Kember et al., 
2008). The following remark is a good example:

[. . .] there is more to the neighbourhood than at first seemed, especially regarding the 
materially visible interplay between history and geography. By looking into the history of the 
Jaarbeurs and the functions of the neighbourhood’s districts, I detected similarities which 
are inherently linked to space and time. For example, the historically continuous focus on 
trade and logistics characterises both the neighbourhood and the Jaarbeurs, but also defines 
Utrecht’s position in a broader framework of national, international and global flows 
(Student #5, female, spring 2018).
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Thirty-six students also note that the assignment has brought about a change of per-
spective, which is a sign of critical reflection according to Kember et al. (2008): two 
explicitly call the assignment an “eye-opener” (Student #18 male, spring 2018 and 
Student #37, female, autumn 2018), others note that “I was suddenly employing this 
new, geographical way of looking at things to not only this one concrete example but 
many aspects of my own daily life” (Student #9, female, spring 2018) or that “[the project] 
made me reconsider the way in which I view all places” (Student #27, female, autumn 
2018). In some cases, we were struck by the sophistication with which students explicitly 
reflected on their own personal notions of the taken-for-granted and on how the assign-
ment helped them questioning their essentialist views of spaces and identities:

Realizing that there is a great interconnectedness between places nearly 5,000 miles away has 
impacted me on a very personal level. I have become much comfortable in Utrecht, a place 
that I now consider home. Recognizing its global implications, I do not feel isolated from my 
culture and way of life that I have back at home. I feel inspired and enlightened knowing that 
this global sense of place makes even two seemingly separate places home (Student #21, 
female, spring 2018). 

I can now appreciate that it is extremely difficult to determine a distinct culture, as in almost 
any place there is constant interplay between the local and global on all different levels, such 
as through products, cuisines or people. Thus, gaining this alternative perspective has 
allowed me to reconsider the way in which I view all places that are both familiar and 
unfamiliar to me, and to not simply see them as a single place but as a multitude of flows that 
are connecting it to numerous places and people around the world (Student #27, female, 
autumn 2018).

The aspect of creating own visual material is explicitly mentioned as being a leverage 
for developing and conveying a relational sense of place in thirteen reflections. Students 
noted that “making video allowed to be more involved” (Student #13, female, spring 
2018), that “film[ing] everything made it easier to interpret” (Student #15, female, spring 
2018) and that “the project really helped me to visualise the role that capitalist flows and 
spatial fixes play in developing the environment around us” (Student #4, female, spring 
2018). The student mentioning the latter point also commented that

Compared to a written assignment, the video format encouraged us to really ‘zoom in’ and 
immerse ourselves in the area in order to analyse what impact local influences had on the 
area. Additionally, it allowed us to include helpful visual aids such as pictures of what the 
station and mall looked like in the past, which was beneficial when attempting to examine 
the connections which exist between the current area and its historical past (Student #4, 
female, spring 2018).

Confirming our assumption that the potential strength of the assignment lies in its 
combination of fieldwork and the production of visual material, some reflections expli-
citly mention how the video project encouraged one “to pay more attention to small 
characteristics of the street [. . .] because they are all able to indicate how the global is 
embedded in the local” (Student #13, female, spring 2018) and “to actively find situations, 
images and occurrences that represented the trends of the course literature” (Student #19, 
male, spring 2018). As another student put it, “in this project you are almost forced to 
look for the spokes that connect little hubs such as the Amsterdamsestraatweg to hubs all 
over the world” (Student #10, female, spring 2018).
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Although the task of conveying a relational sense of place through film made thus 
students more perceptive, it is notable that they have foregrounded the visual aspect and 
show (almost) no awareness of the fact that as filmmakers, they are producing moving 
audio-image. The following quote is exceptional in this regard:

My favourite moment of this was when we were going by the booths of countries/uni-
versities/companies [at the Jaarbeurs Go-Abroad Fair], and [name] recognized a place name 
and started talking to the man at the booth in their language, for me this was a perfect 
example of globalization and made the experience/assignment that much more relevant and 
interesting (Student #50, female, autumn 2018).

Finally, it should also be mentioned that three students were doubtful whether the form 
of the end product had contributed to their in-depth understanding of Massey’s rela-
tional notion of place, or that this perspective had an added value. One student remarked 
that “I still find it difficult to identify the local characteristics of the places since the global 
influences seem to be stronger and stronger” (Student #42, female, autumn 2018); 
another one found that the “project [was] less helpful in understanding and applying 
concepts” and that although “the local, national and global scale were definitely present 
and visible when visiting the site, [. . .] this was not necessarily novel information” 
(Student #46, female, autumn 2018). As to the prescribed medium and format, three 
students9 were explicitly sceptical; two would have preferred writing an essay (or working 
with other media), while the third wondered “what has improved more with this task; my 
video making skills, or my understanding of Massey?” (Student #16, male, spring 2018). 
These remarks point to the risk of technical aspects of the project distracting from the 
academic dimension and, as such, they certainly merit our attention when it comes to 
further improving the assignment; however, given their sporadic occurrence they do not 
compromise the findings presented here.

Aspects of process: the added value of group work and the relevance of 
supervision

Students have generally appreciated the benefits of collaborating with others, with 
thirty-eight of them making positive comments on aspects of teamwork. One student 
even remarked that “the group process and dynamic were extremely positive and 
simultaneously productive” and that “the working morale was unprecedented” 
(Student #18, male, spring 2018). Furthermore, although one student explicitly ques-
tioned the added value of working with peers with different backgrounds (“I don’t 
necessarily think our different backgrounds of culture have helped us” – Student #39, 
male, autumn 2018), differences in cultural and educational background and personal 
experiences have been explicitly put forward as an important source of both individual 
and collective reflection by twenty-six students. They noted for example, the 
following:

Overall, having groupmates that have different backgrounds and experiences introduced 
a myriad of viewpoints of how different elements (both the global and local) in the Uithof 
can be connected to the function and identity of Uithof, establishing a comprehensive and 
analytical perspective of how a global sense of place is manifested in the Uithof (Student #14, 
female, spring 2018). 
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I think, because we all came from such different backgrounds, we had insight on different 
perspectives about how different senses of places can be. It also helped us to relate to the 
multiculturality that was present in Lombok (Student #23, female, spring 2018).

At this point, it should be noted that the appreciation of cultural differences has 
sometimes missed a “reflexive edge”, tending to reify everyday understandings of 
(national) culture(s) rather than to critically engage with these. This was particularly 
apparent in the case of the Central Station – shopping mall group where students 
remarked that some “felt more comfortable with the big international stores. Since 
they are Americans, this makes sense” (Student #35, male, autumn 2018), and that “the 
exchange students from the United States had more experience seeing the extent of an 
international influence of American based stores” (Student #37, female, autumn, 2018).

This brings us to another important aspect of the videomaking process, that of the role 
of the lecturer in helping to develop a “de-essentializing attitude”. The importance of this 
becomes clear if we consider that despite the evidence that Massey’s relational perspective 
has been well internalized, in some instances, videos refer to Massey without thinking 
through the relevance of her insights. For example, in one video (on the Central Station 
and the shopping mall) it is remarked that “[a]s such, a local farmers market right outside 
one of the largest malls in Europe integrates in a positive way the global and local”. 
Moreover, the tendency to assume scales and cultures to be fixed and given is still 
discernible. In one of the videos on Lombok, the trope of “multiculturalism” is men-
tioned without further reflection, and when a meeting place of locals and asylum seekers 
is discussed, it is not problematized who is “local” and who counts as “newcomer”. In 
fact, groups working on Lombok seem especially susceptible of falling into the trap of 
resorting to common sense, stereotypical representations of the place. However, simplis-
tic interpretations of place have been noticeable in other groups as well. For example, 
respondents’ views of the allegedly “multicultural character” of the neighbourhood or its 
“old atmosphere” (in the case of Oudegracht) are taken at face value without any further 
reflection, and some speak of traditional Dutch products without interrogating the 
socially constructed character of “traditions”. Lecturer feedback has proved to be crucial 
in reminding students of the (conceptual) insights gained about place relationality during 
the course, as well as in making sure that they remain critical and continuously question 
their views. A group working on the Jaarbeurs exhibition and convention centre first 
proposed to discuss the Jaarbeurs in terms of the global. Eventually, they effectively 
showed the intertwinement of the local and the global (and the national) by pointing out 
that the study abroad fair organized at the centre is largely tailored to a Dutch audience. 
Another group also revised its approach after receiving feedback on their preliminary 
script. As they report in their video:

When first visiting the street [Amsterdamsestraatweg], we believed these cosmopolitan and 
migrant identities to present in separate and distinct environments, however, upon further 
exploration, we discovered how interwoven and intersectional they are (Logbook by Script 
Amsterdamsestraatweg, autumn 2018).

This excerpt clearly shows how students (with the help of the feedback) have learnt to 
approach the place through the intended iterative process.
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Concluding remarks

Doreen Massey (2006, p. 93) summarizes her relational perspective on places and spaces 
as a proposition of “[a] throwing oneself into space; into an awareness of the planetwide 
configuration of trajectories, lives, practices . . . into which we are set and through which 
we are made”. In this paper, we discussed our experience with a video documentary 
assignment that asks students to show this “relational becoming” (Massey, 1999) of 
Utrecht neighbourhoods. Expanding on the findings of previous research that empha-
sized how video assignments [are] “bring[ing] together two essential elements of geo-
graphy education, i.e. fieldwork and the visual”, (Dando & Chadwick, 2014, p. 7910; see 
also Mavroudi & Jöns, 2011), our account intended to make a contribution by assessing 
whether and how the combination of fieldwork and the production of film can enhance 
students’ relational understanding of places. To be sure, the assessment of deep and 
reflective learning – in this case regarding what it means to “think places relationally” – is 
far from straightforward (Dummer et al., 2008). Nonetheless, we contend that by 
analysing students’ (individual reflections on making) video documentaries it is possible 
to offer a well-substantiated assessment.

Based on the analysis of videos and reflections produced by two cohorts, we found that 
deep learning about the relational character of places did not simply take place because 
students critically engaged with and deconstructed dominant – relationally shaped – place 
meanings. Rather, deep learning occurred (also) as students became immersed in the 
(relational) field and actively traced the material connections, flows, as well as the actor- 
relations constituting the place. In addition to this, working in mixed teams, supervisor 
feedback and the individual reflection assignment have played an important role.

While the (verbal) content of the videos has convincingly shown that students have 
internalized Massey’s (1991, 1995) relational lens, the detailed analysis of the end 
products and reflections may make us to reconsider the choice not to provide (more) 
training in cinematography. The filmic qualities of some end products and the limited 
use of sound/audio suggest that to better realize the added value of film as a research 
method, students need more guidance in filmmaking. Half of the videos have exploited 
the distinctive capacity of film to visually capture movement and flows, and around 
a third used this capacity to raise spectators’ awareness of how one is emplaced in a world 
made up of flows and socioeconomic relations. In comparison, relatively few (around 
a third of the) end products exploited the potential of film to demonstrate how processes 
taken to unfold “at” discrete scales are intimately interlinked. Moreover, a bit less than 
a quarter of the fifty student reflections mentioned that the creation of own visual 
material had facilitated the development of a relational sense of place. Especially given 
the lack of any substantial training in cinematography as part of the course, we inter-
preted the above results positively. Nonetheless, we recognize the importance of helping 
students to more explicitly reflect on the way in which they use the affordances of moving 
image (and sound effects) to convey an understanding and an experience of inter-related 
scales. At the same time, the question also arises until “which point” the (future) efforts 
invested in (training on) filmmaking are proportional to the academic gains.

Concerning aspects of process, the course’s unique setting has resulted in diverse group 
compositions in terms of cultural background and experience that has facilitated a reflexive 
engagement with the relational character of place meanings and identities. Furthermore, 
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the fact that fieldwork was student-centred and regarded students as autonomous and 
active participants of the immersion and learning process appears to have played an 
important role in developing a relational sense of place. Yet, our results also highlight 
the crucial role of the lecturer-supervisor in helping students to subvert their essentialist 
gaze and to guide them through the project. Although videos and students’ reflections 
generally show a good understanding of Massey’s (and others’) propositions, we concur 
with Kember et al. (2008, p. 379) when they claim that “[c]ritical reflection is unlikely to 
occur frequently”. Reflections that show a clear evidence of a consistently internalized, 
sophisticated relational lens are in the minority, and there is a noticeable tendency to revert 
to imaginations of places and spaces as container-like givens. To counter these tendencies, 
feedback moments at different stages are key.

Overall, we have found both the films produced and the process highly rewarding 
and we recommend the use of student-generated film for fostering a relational view, 
but with a few provisos. First of all, as in the case of fieldwork more broadly (see e.g., 
Bradbeer & Livingstone, 1996; Higgitt, 1996; Hovorka & Wolf, 2009; May, 1999), 
adequate preparation, including sensitization to reflexive observation, as well as follow- 
up activities are crucial. Second and perhaps more importantly, a film assignment 
cannot help to foster relational thinking as a standalone exercise. Rather, it needs to be 
embedded into a course where relational thinking figures as a(n explicit) common 
thread, and where the critical discussion of carefully selected texts prepares the ground 
and serves as a reference point for feedback talks throughout the filmmaking process. 
Furthermore, to help students exploit the added value of film in conveying a sense of 
relationality (vis-à-vis other forms of assessment), students need to be more explicitly 
sensitized to and taught about aspects of cinematography, and they need to be given 
(more) feedback on their ideas concerning filmic realization. To follow Hay’s advice 
(Hay, 2017), it is not only critical to make students reflect on their documentary’s 
message, but also to “dwell on the medium”.

If the above conditions are met, film assignments can help to cultivate a way of 
thinking that is geographers’ key asset, and which has relevance beyond the field of 
geography. Massey (2014, p. 39), reflecting on the core knowledge of human geography 
curriculum (in the UK) points out, “[a] ‘sense of the global’ [. . .] is crucial to spatial 
awareness more generally”; this, in turn, is indispensable for understanding environ-
mental issues or for framing discussions of global citizenship. Geography has thus 
a strong, although to date ill-recognized, conceptual contribution to make in addressing 
key societal concerns, and “as geographers we need to be less timid about this” (p. 38). By 
making this contribution more explicit, film assignments geared towards the stimulation 
of relational thinking can play a role in achieving a broader recognition of why and how 
a geographical perspective matters.

Notes

1. It should be noted here that the present paper draws almost exclusively on literature on 
Anglo-Saxon human geography education.

2. It goes beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in more detail whether and how (and why) 
understandings of relational thinking are different in curricula at pre-university and 
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university levels. The aim of our brief overview was merely to point out the importance 
attached to relational thinking in geography education at large.

3. Relational thinking appears, for example, in the study of Barndt (1997) and Anderson (2013b). 
Barndt (1997) discusses a photo project aiming at simultaneously examining and connecting 
globalization from above (as unfolding through corporate advertising) and globalization from 
below (as exemplified by the daily lives of Mexican women working in agriculture as food 
producers). Anderson’s (2013b) report on a film assignment explicitly asks students to move 
“away from a perspective of space as a fixed geometric entity” (p. 138.) towards a view of places 
“transacted by all kinds of relations, with multiple connections in space and time” (Madanipour 
et al., as cited in Anderson, 2013b, p. 138). However, Anderson’s (2013b) main aim is to sensitize 
students to the benefits of qualitative methods, rather than to foster relational thinking.

4. Zooming-in and out has been discussed as a technique helping to illuminate different 
aspects of globalization through photographic research (Barndt, 1997). We assumed, how-
ever, that moving image can more successfully incite – both its makers and its spectators – to 
think relationally than the mere juxtaposition of photographs.

5. In the case of individual reflections, no scores are assigned, but students only receive their 
individual grade if they had submitted a properly executed reflection. Because to date, 
students have taken this seriously, we have not included any additional requirements.

6. It is communicated that the intended audience is the peer group without prior knowledge of 
(university level) human geography.

7. Sites are not strictly delimited given the assignment’s concern with the relations that reach 
beyond the area under study; students can divert from the original perimeters but need to 
consult the lecturer and explain their choice.

8. As Kember et al. (2008) note, these categories are not necessarily distinct; intermediate 
categories are conceivable as well.

9. One of them is part of the previously mentioned three.
10. Dando and Chadwick's (2014) remark does not only refer to videos but also to maps and 

photographs (made by students).
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